
History: 
Britain’s settlement by Anglo Saxons 
Just how great was Alfred?
Were the dark ages really dark?
What was Saxon justice like?
What's the story with Beowulf?
Geography: Rivers and Mountains
Children will learn about the difference 
between the British Isles, Great Britain 
and the UK and locate the main islands 
that surround the UK before planning a 
journey into Wales. Focusing on Wales, 
children will research facts, collect data 
and begin a study of the region starting 
with the River Usk.
French:  Learning to speak, hear and 
recognise vocabulary that relates to 
family, pets and colours.

Year 4
Marvellous Metals

Spring Term 1

Maths:
Multiplication and division
identify common factors, common multiples 
and prime numbers,  use their knowledge of 
the order of operations to carry out 
calculations involving the four operations, 
solve addition and subtraction multi-step 
problems in contexts, deciding which 
operations and methods to use and why,  
solve problems involving addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division use 
estimation to check answers to calculations 
and determine, in the context of a problem, 
an appropriate degree of accuracy. 

Computing:
We are HTML Editors:
 Children will learn to manipulate input 
and output. What HTML is, where to 
find it and how to write HTML code.
SAFER INTERNET DAY - 11th 
February 2020

Science - Electricity
Children will learn all about electrical circuits 
and testing materials’ ability to conduct 
electricity. This will include: exploring common 
appliances, simple circuits, conductors and 
insulators. 
Reporting on findings from enquiries using 
results to draw simple conclusions, practical 
enquiries, comparative and fair tests.

RE: Community The children will learn about 
belonging to different communities. They will 
explore their school, family and parish and how 
these communities celebrate.
Giving and receiving  We will explore giving 
and receiving in their lives and  learn about it 
in the Eucharist and the different aspects of 
mass including the introductory rite, gathering 
in love, the Penitential Act, Communion Rite 
and Concluding Rite. 
PSHE & C – Going for goals, e-safety, Modern 
British Values 

English:  
Stories that raise issues and dilemmas – 
how these are resolved through the class 
text of Iron Man. 
Sentence Work – Identifying and using 
main clauses and subordinate clauses. Using 
commas. Prepositions, adverbs and adverbial 
phrases. Editing to improve and correct.
Speaking and Listening – Articulate and 
justify explanation and maintain the 
interest of listeners. Use sentence level 
work in speech. Expression and emphasis 
within presentations.

PE:
Invasion games/Swimming
Ball skills, team work and tactics.
Swimming
Improving swimming strokes

Music:
Violin and cello  
Year 4’s focus will continue to be on playing the 
violin and cello.  This half-term they will look 
at the technique of plucking. In addition, they 
will
Consider the tempo and pulse of a piece of 
music.

Dates for Diary
6 Jan Inset
7 Jan School starts 8:35 am
Swimming - 4 Ash and 4 Rowan
10/1, 17/1, 24/1, 31/1, 7/2
Sponsored Bounce - 14 February 
4 Poplar Assembly - 23rd January 2020
29 Jan  - Learning Journal out (due back 
12 February)

DT
Light up picture frames.
Children will research designers, materials and 
joining methods as well as put into practice 
their Science learning on electrical circuits to 
construct and evaluate a light up picture 
frame.



Focus
Endings with 

sion
Words ending in 

-ous 
Words ending in 

-ious
Words ending in 

-eous
Words ending in 

- tion
Words beginning 
with prefix - dis

Spring 
1

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

erosion adventurous serious outrageous addition agree

expansion carnivorous mysterious spontaneous audition disagree

illusion coniferous precious advantageous caption taste

mansion poisonous contagious extraneous edition distaste

pension dangerous curious nauseous emotion vote

progression famous religious righteous eviction devote

television generous glorious courteous invention engage

division herbivorous gracious courageous lotion disengage

version joyous hilarious gorgeous location function

diversion marvellous luxurious hideous mention disfunction

Spellings to Learn and Investigate     Year 4 (Lions and Geckos)       Spring 1 2020                                                 



Spellings to Learn and Investigate      Year 4 (Penguins)          Spring 1 2020                                                   

Focus

NC Year 3/4 
word list 
including 
suffixes

NC Year 3/4 
word list 
including 
suffixes

NC Year 3/4 
word list 
including 
suffixes 

NC Year 3/4 
word list 

including prefix
‘in’

NC Year 3/4 
word list 

including prefix
‘mis’

NC Year 3/4 
word list 

including prefix
‘un’

Spring 
1

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

garden guard learn complete behave happy

gardener guarded learnt incomplete misbehave unhappy

gardening guarding learning correct lead kind

address complete build incorrect mislead unkind

addressed completed builder active spell loved

addressing completing building inactive misspell unloved

answer arrive group different take paid

answered arrived grouped indifferent mistake unpaid

answering arriving grouping


